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Hannover. This year, everything is different. Supposedly in the stables of the North Pole Santa's reindeer team is nervously with the hooves, because the elves in the toy factories all work with mouthguards and on social distance, and so this time it becomes even more difficult than usual to fill the big world gift bag for the big sleigh ready in time. The Christmas lights in the inner
cities are glittering, but where there is otherwise a mulled Christmas market hustle and bustle, all the seats are empty. Silent Night, Holy Night is only available in the smallest round this time. To avoid a deep Advent gloom, as a place of flight from Corona, the seating group in front of the television remains. The streaming providers make it pretty easy for Christmas fans. They've
put together thick end-of-year film packages. Disney Plus trumps undoubted advantage at Christmas 2020: Disney Plus launches in the spring. In the meantime, the streaming service from the House of Mickey Mouse has already fallen into disrepute, except for the Star Wars series The Mandalorian to have nothing right in its portfolio, it really trumps at Christmas: Here are all the
great cartoon classics and their real-life remake, which have shortened the waiting for the Christ Child since human memory (perhaps a little exaggerated) from Snow White: Not to mention the computer-generated film hits of the House of Pixar. Even if it is rarely specifically about Christmas - it's not really more Christmas-like. And Disney Plus is also throwing new hits into the race
for the advent favor of the audience. But fans of other year-end classics will not miss out. Among other things, the cult films Three Hazelnuts for Cinderella, Isn't life beautiful? and The Polar Express can be seen on the streaming services. The Bad Santa and the Krampus offer gloomy things. Where exactly, you will find out quickly and clearly in the list. In addition, we present
each title to you briefly. Christmas on Netflix and Co. - who shows what? (Selection) Netflix OverChristmas Bridgerton Dash &amp; Lily Actually... Love (also on iTunes) Amazon Prime Video Last Christmas Bo and the Christmas Star The Grinch Actually... Love (also on iTunes) Three Hazelnuts for Cinderella The Polar Express Krampus The Ice Queen I &amp; II Disney Plus
Noelle The Good Fairy Soul Kevin - Alone at Home Sky Christmas at the Moodys His Dark Materials Last Christmas Actually... Love (also on iTunes) The Polar Express Bad Santa The Ice Queen I &amp; II Beautiful Gift Chili Isn't life beautiful? Noelle on Disney Plus Her father was Santa, tells us Noelle, who lives in a country where reindeer can fly. Now her brother Nick has
stepped in Daddy's place. But he has no heart for (ren) animals and no knack for sledges. Children and gift distribution in wintry cold. And even more so, he wants to tight chimneys. Shortly before the Happy Feast, Jung Santa disappears accordingly and the sister sets out in search – basically for herself. After just 25 seconds of watching the trailer, viewers know what the
Christmas movie Noelle is all about (which made it to American cinemas last year and is now giving itself away on the streaming service for Christmas 2020). Cheerful gender, everywhere – the real Santa Claus is female. And with Mrs. Claus (Julie Hagerty) and Elf Polly (the 86-year-old Hollywood legend Shirley Mac Laine) three times! Pitch Perfect star Anna Kendrick plays
Noelle for Disney Plus. The Good Fairy on Disney Plus Fairies we know as slightly jealous beasts (Tinker Bell in Peter Pan) or as rather menacing ladies (Angelina Jolie in Maleficent). Jillian Bell (22 Jump Street) plays one of the classic, harmless wizards. The Good Fairy Eleanor wants to prevent her work from being completed in the fairytale motherland and all good fairies are
retrained into tooth fairies. It always runs like in such stories: Eleanor has to find the one person who still believes in fairies – only in this way can she save the business. Problem: The letter from ten-year-old Mackenzie has been in the fairy mail box for a few decades. And so the most good-natured of the good-natured on earth at Advent time meets an adult, plentifully disillusioned
woman (Isla Fisher, Arrested Deveopment), who can get all the magic wand swingers hacked. Bridget Jones director Sharon Maguire parks her Christmas movie on Disney Plus. Soul on Disney Plus In comedies about death, the dead usually want to go back to life. And sometimes they even manage to do so. In the Pixar comedy Soul, music teacher Joe Gardner gets the
professional chance of his life: playing the piano alongside jazz star Dorothea Williams. Minutes later, he falls into a canal shaft with great luck and care. He does not want to go into the light after his death, jumps from the conveyor belt to the hereafter and accidentally ends up in the sphere in which new souls are prepared for their earthly existence. All the little blue beings in the
Great Before are looking forward to the job of their lives, only number 22 can imagine nothing among earthly joys and has been stubbornly refusing for ages. In order to prove to the seated bleiber how beautiful life can be, and to play his concert in any case, Joe becomes her mentor and goes on a journey to earth with her. This odyssey to the love of the little wannabe soul and
the first black Pixar hero is not lametta-reflort and yet fits perfectly to Christmas. Should be in theaters, but will start on December 25 at Disney Plus. OverChristmas (miniseries) on Netflix call center staff instead of songwriter superstar - The rough life as an unsuccessful street musician who and subway stations in Berlin a few cents and trouser buttons are thrown into the guitar
case, awakens in Basti the desire for some Christmas bliss. So he returns from the capital to his snow-sweetened hometown the day before Christmas Eve. But apart from fresh Eifel air and fresh village gossip from Mama Brigitte, there is plenty of holiday stress for the city musician in the countryside. TV all-purpose gun Luke Mockridge is seen here in his first leading role as an
actor. For his fans, it's like Christmas and Easter falling on one day on Netflix. Christmas at the Moodys (series) on Sky Christmas Eve is no longer the end-of-year festival of triple contemplation – song singing, Christmette, silent night. Once you have slipped from the Was the Christ Child already there? -age into the party age, you can hardly wait until you dutifully tampered with O
du fröhliche and unpacked the gifts. In order to plunge into the nightlife, while the bemused parents had imagined it all much more idyllic ally with the happy family celebration and murky blowing out the last candles. In the comedy series Christmas at the Moodys on Sky, Papa Moody (Denis Leary) puts his adult offspring (Francois Arnaud, Jay Baruchel and Chelsea Frei) in
position. Instead of making Chicago unsafe, they should stay at home for the sake of Mum (Weeds star Elizabeth Perkins), who was so looking forward to working together under the mistletoe branch. At home in America, Fox has already commissioned a second season, and the series is on Sky. Bridgerton (series) on Netflix Pink Glasses - it's getting romantic on Netflix at the end
of the year. We dive into the England of the Regency era with the series Bridgerton. This refers to the period in England in the early 19th century, during which the Prince of Wales (George August Frederick of Hanover) took over as Prince Regent until his sick father died in 1820 and he himself became king. In this early period of modernism, the American writer Julia Quinn has
settled her eight Bridgerton novels, which have also been translated into German. The eldest daughter of the wealthy Bridgertons, Daphne, desperately wants to marry in it out of love - as her parents once did. But the London marriage market is a slippery patch, and the bride in spe gets a few blokes there until the Duke of Hastings, an attractive, convinced bachelor, comes on the
scene. Both become friends and well, pst, the rest you will find out at Christmas. British lead actress Phoebe Dynevor and her amorous counterpart Regé-Jean Page are two gifts that will be streamed on Netflix from December 25. His Dark Materials (series) on Sky Have you ever seen people walking their souls in animal form beside them? Or heard of dust that has no dust His
Dark Materials, dark matter, an intelligent substance on which not only the survival of one, but countless worlds depends? The writer Philip Pullman has devised this fantastic saga, the BBC and the Game of Thrones house HBO have turned it into a series that feels at least as exciting as the ZDF Christmas four-parters used to. In the second season, Lyra Listenreich (Dafne Keen)
gets to deal with ghosts and makes the friendship of her life. Lin-Manuel Miranda (Hamilton) and Ruth Wilson (Luther) are also part of the elaborate adventure. From December 21, Sky will be promised no less than the most breathtaking fantasy since Game of Thrones. Dash &amp; Lily (series) on Netflix Does anyone still know the ancient, beautiful New Wave classic I'd Go The
Whole Wide World? Wreckless Eric sings about the fact that there is the one girl for him, which his mother told him may be living in Tahiti. And so the nerd searches for her year in, year out, without ever finding it. The equally nerdish Lily (wearing slanted, self-sewn clothes, is always good on it) confines herself to New York in her search. In order to finally get to know the one boy
who understands her and accepts her as she is, she hides a homemade puzzle book in her favorite bookstore in the charming Christmas series Dash &amp; Lily just before Christmas. There dash, a warped son from a rich family, discovers it, who loves Christmas as much as a furuncle on his nose. Nevertheless, he is fascinated by the booklet and so it becomes the subject of a
romantic and very amusing approach. The leading actors Midori Franci and Austin Abrams will quickly be in their Christmas heart on Netflix and they are being given the thumbs up to come to Potte faster than Wreckless Eric back then. Last Christmas on Amazon Prime Video and Sky Kate (Game of Thrones-Khaleesi Emilia Clarke) runs aimlessly through London in Last
Christmas and ponders all the not-so-purpose decisions she has made in her life. The fact that everyone is accompanied by a ringing has to do with one of these bad decisions: she last worked as an elf in a Christmas shop open all year round and still wears the bell shoes. But when she collides with Tom (Henry Golding), a lot changes. Although the often disappointed Kate has
gained an emotional tank, the nice man sees the person behind it. And as Christmas draws ever closer and London transforms under all the decoration and the first snow, a romance is developing on Amazon Prime Video and Sky. Bo and the Christmas Star on Amazon Prime Video Stupid that the Three Kings with Gold, Myrrh and Incense first cross with King Herod to put him
that stuff not for him, but King. Old kings think little of new kings. There is always a tendency in them to get them out of the way. Donkey Bo and the dove Dave (typically Judean animal names!) can escape the henchmen and set out to warn the holy family of Herod's costumes. Bo and the Christmas Star explains to small viewers what Christmas is really all about – implemented
with a lot of love and little budget. So to Jesus' taste. And to be seen on Amazon Prime Video. The Grinch on Amazon Prime Video That you can get the claimed season of silence and contemplation on your nerves like the intellectual Grinch is understandable. Because, because of all the stress, you are often only on the 24th of December in the Frohe-Fest-Gear and then
completely overwhelmed by the required inner peace and external friendliness. It is also no wonder that the green creature that roams in its mountain cave is particularly bewildered by the healing world grinders in the neighbouring town of Whoville, which are surpassing each other every year in terms of advent-like glitter. The colourfulness there kills eyes. So the goblin decides to
steal Christmas from the Whovillers, from which, as the viewer quickly realizes, the witty daughter of a brave single mother will be turned away. The fact that the Christmas saboteur is not a complete failure in character is already shown by his nice, helpful dachshund Max, whom the Grinch likes almost as much as Wallace his Gromit, and whom he sometimes caresses lost in
thought. And it is also evident in the friendly voice of Otto Waalkes. The happy ending is foreseeable from the third of 82 minutes. Thus, the tension curve of the remake based on Dr.Seuss's deeply moral story about an orphan, inclusion and love is rather flat, but still a lot of fun. Admittedly, with the year of its creation in 2018, it is not yet a true classic, but – currently on Amazon
Prime Video – it is hard to get there. Actually... Love (Love Actually) on Netflix and Co. Aging pop star Billy Mack just can't get to brush the old Troggs song Love Is All Around Me in the studio for Christmas. It hooks on the extra syllable. In each promotional broadcast, he later refers to his cover version as crap. But in the end he has the number one of the year and celebrates the
celebration not with Elton John, but with his nice old manager Joe. Richard Curtis has Actually... Love was filmed, perhaps the most muddy (cult) film about Christmas as a celebration of love. And although he has been seen almost as often as Dinner for One, he is on the watchlist again every year. Actually ... Love is actually available on Amazon Prime Video, iTunes, Sky and
Netflix. Three Hazelnuts for Cinderella on Amazon Prime Video A wintry fairy tale filmed in the communist-atheist East of 1973 for s to the Christ Child. Three Hazelnuts for Cinderella was half-system-friendly, as it tells the story of an underprivileged who is lucky in the end. Of course: class struggle does not take place, the poor puttel is raised by magic and does not get a hero of
the working class, but a prince. Between charming and (for the cinema &amp; streaming generation of 2020) awkward, not as fairytale-colored as the fairytale films of earlier decades. Rolf Hoppe, however, acts as king – in Amazon Prime Video, among others – as if he has been convicted. The Polar Express on Sky and Amazon Prime Video This is how Santa Claus could
preserve the magic of Christmas: he collects them in a miracle procession and shows them everything from elves to toy factories to the start of the gift sleigh. A hand-picked crowd of children enters the fantastic and breath-taking journey, and the ticket inspector looks like Tom Hanks. Robert Zemeckis has created a computer cartoon with Der Polarexpress whose realism
fascinates. Exciting, but also a little gloomy. Could bring delicate children's minds to sleep, for fear that this huge locomotive could also stop at their door. Amazon Prime Video and Sky are the highest railroad. Krampus on Amazon Prime Video Well, before Knecht Ruprecht you had respect as a child. From there he came from the forest, and whoever can survive there must be arg
taff. The servant was actually nice, the voice darker, the coat more lacklustre than that of Nicholas. The Krampus further south and east, on the other hand, had horns and took children with him. A Grobian par excellence – no wonder a Christmas horror film was dedicated to him in 2015. A film in which nothing happens at first, then still nothing. After an hour you would like to dress
up as Krampus and perform a dance in front of the TV, only for something to finally move. But that's when hell breaks loose, the wild Christmas guy and his companions perform like a pack of Gremlins on LSD in the house of Toni Collette and Adam Scott. Siege, hearty horror, classic design with sneeking dolls and backdrops. Advent is burning on Amazon Prime Video. Bad Santa
on Sky Every Year again. The department store Christmas man sucks, curses, delights fat ladies in the changing rooms and clears the safe with his dwarf elf at the end of the gift. Billy Bob Thornton and Tony Cox are quite disrespectful to the genre of Christmas movies in Bad Santa. In the end, Santa Klau also walks on the old cinematic-moral trampling path. Before all goes well,
however, it becomes zappen-deadly at Sky. The Ice Queen I &amp; II on Amazon Prime Video and Sky After the endless winter is averted in the first Ice Queen movie, Elsa's second CGI adventure leads to the liberation of a guilt-ridden and unjust world and self-discovery who recognizes their true destiny. Strong tobacco, more than is usually trained in fairy tales, where children
are otherwise evil, pushing cannibal vettels in ovens or bringing pinched rumpled stilts to the middle-of-the-cheek tear. Both films on Amazon Prime Video and Sky Schneeman Olaf, who Otto Waalkes speaks to, provide cheerfulness. Beautiful gift alias Help, it's very consecrated on Sky If the Griswolds wouldn't have been, like many hectolitres of laughter would have cried less
during the Christmas season. The Griswolds are a family that is otherwise only known from noise and social television. Family man Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) wants to give his loved ones the best Christmas ever, with a great tree and a great light bulb house facade. As usual with the Griswolds, the Happy Feast becomes a great mess– on Sky. Isn't life beautiful? on Chili Isn't
life beautiful? was a film pretty close to World War II, when all the world could use good courage. George Bailey (James Stewart), who led a very different life to the good of all, is pulled over the table by the rich Mr. Potter just in time for Christmas. An angel saves him from the worst, showing him how the world would be without him. Frank Capra's 1946 melodrama, subtly
furnished with fantasy flair, promotes love for human beings and helpfulness, was a recognizable model for the more sarcastic end-of-year film Hudsucker by the Coen brothers. The streaming service Chili has this Christmas classic of all Christmas classics in the program. Program.
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